Academic Major/Advisor Change Form  
(Submit to Enrollment Services (Hangar Bldg) When Completed)

Student Name: __________________________________________ Effective: Fall/Spring/Summer: Year _____

ID: _______________________________________________________

Student Signature: __________________________ Date: _______________

☐ Yes ☐ No    Important: please indicate if you have transfer credits from a different institution

Current Major: __________________________ Current Advisor: __________________________

Please print advisor name

New Primary Major: __________________________ New Advisor: __________________________

Specify Degree and Major

New Advisor Signature: __________________________ Date: _______________

New Secondary Major: __________________________ New Advisor: __________________________

Specify Degree and Major or N/A

New Advisor Signature: __________________________ Date: _______________

Note to current advisor: Please forward student’s academic advising file to the new advisor listed above. Thank you.

Pitt-Bradford Academic Programs

Accounting  BSOCS: BACCT-BS
Applied Mathematics  BNATS: BAMTH-BS
Athletic Training  BSES: BATHL-BS
Biology  BNATS: BBIOL-BS
Broadcast Communications  BHUMA: BBCOMM-BA
Business Management  BSOCS: BBUSM-BS
Chemical Engineering  BENGR: BCHE-UNK
Chemistry  BNATS: BCHEM-BS
Chemistry Education 7-12  BSED: BCHEMED-BS
Civil Engineering  BENGR: BCE-UNK
Communications  BHUMA: BCOMM-BA
Computer Inf Syst & Tech  BNATS: BCIST-BS
Criminal Justice  BSOCS: BCRJU-BA
Economics  BSOCS: BECON-BA
Electrical Engineering  BENGR: BEEE-UNK
Energy Science and Technology  BNATS: BEST-BS
Engineering  BENGR: BENGR-UNK
Engineering Science  BENGR: BENSCI-AS
English  BHUMA: BENG-BA
Environmental Studies  BNATS: BenVSTD-BA
Exercise Science  BSES: TBA
Forensic Science  BSES: BFS-BS
*(BIOL or CHEM Concentration required)
General Studies  BA-S: BGENST-BA
History-Political Science  BSOCS: BH-PS-BA
Hospitality Management  BSOCS: BHM-BS
Industrial Engineering  BENGR: BIE-UNK
Information Systems  BNATS: BIS-AS
Interdisciplinary Arts  BHUMA: BIA-BA
International Affairs  BINTAFF-BA
Liberal Studies  BHUMA: BBLRLST-BA
Materials Science and Engr  BENGR: BMSE-UNK
Mechanical Engineering  BENGR: BME-UNK
Metallurgical Engineering  BENGR: BMME-UNK
AS Nursing  BNURS: BASN-AS
BSN Nursing  BNURS: BBSN-BS
Petroleum Technology  BNATS: BPET-AS
Physical Sciences  BNATS: BPYSC-BS
Pre-ASN  BNURS: BPASN-UNK
Pre-BSN  BNURS: BPBSN-UNK
Pre-Chiropractic  BNATS: BPCHR-UNK
Pre-Dental Medicine  BA-S: BPDENT-UNK
Pre-Dietetics & Nutrition  BA-S: BPCDNU-UNK
Pre-Emergency Medicine  BNATS: BPREM-UNK
Pre-Health & Inform Mgmt  BNATS: BPRIM-UNK
Pre-Health Records Admin  BNATS: BPHRA-UNK
Pre-Hlth & Rehabilitat Scs  BNATS: BPHRS-UNK
Pre-Law  BSED: BPLAW-UNK
Pre-Med Tech/Institution  BNATS: BPMTC-UNK
Pre-Medicine  BA-S: BPMED-UNK
Pre-Occupational Therapy  BNATS: BPOT-UNK
Pre-Optometry  BNATS: BPROPT-UNK
Pre-Pharmacy  BNATS: BPPHAR-UNK
Pre-Physical Therapy  BNATS: BPREPT-UNK
Pre-Physician's Assistant  BPREPA-UNK
Pre-Podiatry  BNATS: BPRPOD
Pre-Radiological Science  BNURS: BPRDSC-UNK
Pre-Veterinary Medicine  BNATS: BPVM-UNK
Psychology  BNATS: BPSY-BS
Public Administration  BSOCS: BPA-BA
Radiological Science  BNURS: BPRDSC-UNK
Social Sciences  BSOCS: BSOCCS-BA
Sociology  BSOCS: BSOCC-BA
Sport & Recreation Mgmt  BSES: BSP-RCM-BS
Undeclared  BA-S: BUND-UNK
Writing  BHUMA: BWRTNG-BA

Education

Biology Education 7-12  BSED: BBIODE-BS
Business Education K-12  BSED: BBUSED-BS
Early Level Education PreK-4  BSED: BEEC-BS
English Education 7-12  BSED: BENGED-BS
Environmental Edu 7-12  BSED: BENVED-BS
Health and Physical Educ  BSED: BHEPDE-BS
Mathematics Educ 7-12  BSED: BMATHED-BS
Social Studies Educ 7-12  BSED: BSCUST-BS

Pitt-Bradford Academic Programs

Pre-Occupational Therapy  BNATS: BPOT-UNK
Pre-Optometry  BNATS: BPROPT-UNK
Pre-Pharmacy  BNATS: BPPHAR-UNK
Pre-Physical Therapy  BNATS: BPREPT-UNK
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